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QUESTION 1
An engineer has created a customized WCS report and would like it emailed, but the mail server has not been
configured. What menu would lead the engineer to the configuration needed?
A. Report - Report Launch Pad
B. Report - Scheduled Run Results
C. Administration - Settings
D. Administration - User Preferences
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 2
Which statement describes the purpose of the Cisco WLC v7.0 AP global configuration parameter AP Primary Discover
Timeout?
A. Adjust the AP heartbeat timer to detect the primary controller.
B. Adjust the AP timeout for missed heartbeats for the primary controller.
C. Adjust the AP discovery timer of backup controllers.
D. Adjust the AP boot time discovery of controllers.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 3
Which statement describes normal Cisco 3300 Series MSE v7.0 maintenance?
A. Using the Cisco WCS interface, stop Cisco MSE, run the defragment database, and start Cisco MSE.
B. Using the Cisco WCS interface, run the defragment database.
C. Using the Cisco MSE CLI, stop Cisco MSE, run the defragment database, and start Cisco MSE.
D. Using the Cisco MSE CLI, run the defragment database.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 4
Which two licenses are needed to enable ELM scanning and CleanAir RF interferer detection services for the Cisco
3300 Series MSE v7.0? (Choose two.)

A. context-ware for ELM
B. wIPS for ELM
C. Cisco tag license for ELM
D. partner tag license for ELM
E. context-aware for CleanAir
F. wIPS for CleanAir
G. Cisco tag license for CleanAir
Correct Answer: BE

QUESTION 5
Which two options must match to allow client roaming between wireless controllers? (Choose two.)
A. mobility group name
B. RF group name
C. SNMP community string
D. multicast messaging IP address
E. mobility MAC address
F. Cisco WLC hardware model type
G. Cisco WLC software code version
Correct Answer: AD

QUESTION 6
Which three statements correctly describe Band Select on a Cisco WLC v7.0.116.0? (Choose three.)
A. It is beneficial for data wireless clients.
B. It is beneficial for roaming-voice wireless clients.
C. It is beneficial for nomadic-video wireless clients.
D. It is beneficial for single-radio wireless clients.
E. It is beneficial for dual-radio wireless clients.
Correct Answer: ACE

QUESTION 7
A company has reached 10 instances of WCS and 22,000 access points. If the company were to install Cisco WCS
Navigator, how many additional WCS instances and APs could be supported?
A. 8000 APs 5 WCS instances
B. 8000 APs 10 WCS instances
C. 18000 APs 5 WCS instances
D. 18000 APs 10 WCS instances
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 8
What is the purpose of network design synchronization between Cisco WCS v7.0 and the Cisco 3300 Series MSE?
A. update client and map information
B. update controller and AP information
C. update map and AP information
D. update controller and map information
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 9
What are the recommended RFID timeout configuration values for Cisco WLC v7.0 to ensure that tags are detected?
A. minimum of two times and maximum of four times the shortest tag interval that is found in the RFID population
B. minimum of two times and maximum of four times the longest tag interval that is found in the RFID population
C. minimum of three times and maximum of eight times the shortest tag interval that is found in the RFID population
D. minimum of three times and maximum of eight times the longest tag interval that is found in the RFID population
E. minimum of 6 times and maximum of 12 times the shortest tag interval that is found in the RFID population
F. minimum of 6 times and maximum of 12 times the longest tag interval that is found in the RFID population
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 10
Refer to the exhibit.

Which direction and resulting RAP is selected by the bottom MAP?
A. RAP 1
B. RAP 2
C. RAP 3
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 11
Which two statements describe the difference between a Cisco WGB and a universal WGB in a wireless network?
(Choose two.)
A. Universal WGB associates with its own MAC address on behalf of its wired clients.
B. Cisco WGB associates with its own MAC address on behalf of its wired clients.
C. Universal WGB associates using one of the wired client MAC addresses.
D. Cisco WGB associates using one of the wired client MAC addresses.
Correct Answer: BC

QUESTION 12
An engineer discovers four templates from a production controller, then redeploys those templates to twelve other

controllers. On two of those controllers, the template application is failing. What is the cause of the failure?
A. The applied controllers code versions do not match that of the controller used to discover the templates.
B. The templates are duplicates of existing templates on the controllers.
C. Templates can only be deployed to ten controllers at a time.
D. The two failing controllers were manually configured previously and must have templates discovered before applying
new templates.
Correct Answer: B
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